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Ages 9-12
Star Wars: The Last Jedi:
Cobalt Squadron
Elizabeth Wein
Bestselling author Elizabeth Wein journeys
to a galaxy far, far away to bring readers the
harrowing story of the courageous bomber
pilots and technicians of Cobalt Squadron.

9781405286787

Start Little, Learn Big introduces key learning
concepts in a fun and engaging way.
Learn, explore and discover the world
around you… Perfect for children aged 3-6.

The Creakers
Tom Fletcher
What silently waits in the shadows at night?
What’s under your bed, keeping just out of sight?
Do you ever hear strange, creaking noises at
night? Ever wonder what makes those noises?
Lucy Dungston always did…

9780141388779

Mistress of All Evil
Serena Valentino

9781474899956

Mistress of All Evil features the story of Sleeping
Beauty from the perspective of the Dark Fairy,
Maleficent. This book recounts a version of the
story that many over the ages have viewed as
plausible. It is a tragic tale of love and loss, and
it contains a bit of magic.

9781474866378

Jacky Ha-Ha: My Life is a Joke
James Patterson

9781784758455

Jacky Hart has found a hidden talent in the
performing arts, and she’s a triple threat onstage!
She just wants to act and sing all summer – but
her parents have other plans for her. Can she
handle all of her other responsibilities or will she
learn that juggling isn’t one of her many talents?

YOUR
FREE
COPY!

9781474845281

9781474814393

Descendants 2: Book of the Film
Disney

Be the first one to hear about
new releases, competitions,
events, and more!
Follow us at:

Return to Auradon for this bewitching
story which includes all your favourite
wicked characters from The Isle of the Lost.
This book includes eight pages of magical
photos of scenes from the film.

9781474871747

9781474814423

www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za
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Ages 0-3

Ages 3-6

Pick Me Up! Dinosaur

Jumanji

DK

Chris van Allsburg

Pick Me Up! Dinosaur is a ROAR-RIFIC
carry book for little dinosaur fans.
Ten interior board pages feature five
adorable baby dinosaurs and a read-aloud
rhyming story – discover what happens
when five baby dinosaurs come to play.

The game under the tree looked
like a hundred others Peter and Judy had at
home. But they were bored and looking for
something interesting to do, so thought they’d
give Jumanji a try. Little did they know that they
were about to be plunged into the most exciting
adventure of their lives.

9781783446766

9780241274477

9781445457260

This Little Piggy

Coco: Stuck on Stories

Parragon

Disney · Pixar

This adorable board book features the
well-loved nursery rhyme “This Little
Piggy.” Wiggle the cute piggy finger
puppet and act out the story! The small
size and sturdy pages of the book make
it perfect for little baby and toddler hands
to hold and play with.

Use the suction cup characters and your
imagination to bring these Stuck on Stories to
life! Read the stories and complete the games.
Then, have fun playing the board game with
your friends.

Susan and James Patterson
Why should your little genius’s first
word be cat when it can be catawampus?
Start your child off with an early love of
reading with these big words that are
wonderfully fun to say!

DK Children’s Encyclopedia
DK
DK Children’s Encyclopedia is a classic
reference book covering over 240 topics,
essential for any child who wants to
discover as much as possible about
the world around them.

9780241283868

The Audition
Maddie Ziegler
Twelve-year-old Harper is a star at her dance
school - but when her parents drop the
bombshell that they’re moving, she has to
start all over again at a brand-new studio.
The first novel in a brand-new trilogy
by dancer and international superstar
Maddie Ziegler.

9780241325896

9782764334683

Big Words for Little Geniuses

Ages 6-9

As seen
on the big
screen

My Little Pony: The Movie:
My Busy Books

Star Wars: The Last Jedi:
Book and Model

My Little Pony

Disney

My Busy Books offer full-page illustrations,
a story, 12 figurines, and a playmat that
bring the characters to life and ignite your
child’s imagination.

Learn about Kylo Ren’s starship, the TIE
silencer. Press out pieces to build your own
model of Kylo Ren’s TIE while reading about
some of the new ships and characters from
Star Wars: The Last Jedi.

9781784759537

PAW Patrol: Fly, Skye!

9782764334508

Nickelodeon

Nickelodeon

Skye is playing hide-and-seek with her
friend Everest! Follow Skye and Everest
all around Adventure Bay as they play their
fun game. Wiggle the Skye finger puppet
to act out the cute rhyming story.

Learn how to write and draw letters, numbers,
and a multitude of objects, all in the company
of familiar faces. The Learning Series offers
a creative experience that includes a fun story,
step-by-step instructions, a magnetic pen, and
an erasable magnetic drawing pad that can be
used again and again!

9781474829373

My First: Day and Night

9782764334362

9781405287883

The Incredible Fold-Out Book
of Animals
DK

9780241276372

Winnie-the-Pooh: The Christopher
Robin Collection (Tales of a Boy
and his Bear)

DK
The ideal first book to introduce the
concept of time to toddlers, My First:
Day and Night is packed with colourful
images to help build the foundation of
early learning.

9780241281536

PAW Patrol: The Learning Series

Minecraft Survival Sticker Book
Egmont
Take your first steps into the Overworld,
and learn all about the perils that await
with this official Mojang activity book,
filled with survival tips, secret tricks
and hundreds of stickers.

A.A. Milne

9781405288019

Christopher Robin lives in the Hundred Acre
Wood. He likes catching Woozles, leading
expeditions and throwing parties with his
best friend, Winnie-the-Pooh.

The Incredible Fold-Out Book of Animals
encourages children to learn about some
of the world’s most incredible creatures with
big flaps, amazing photos and cool facts.

9781405288552

